For all your office seating needs
Optional Extras

A Polished Aluminium 5 Star Base
B Chrome Cantilever Frame
C Draftsman Kit
D Synchro Mechanism
E Folding Back
F Glides
G Soft Castors
H Lock on Load Castors
I LOCK ON UNLOAD CASTORS
J Braked Castors
K Soft, Lock on Unload Castors
L Heavy Duty Castors
M Seat Memory Foam
N Adjustable Lumbar Support
O Manual Column Lift
P Memory Return Gas Lift
Q 40 stone Rated Gas Lift
R Seat Slide
S Tilting Seat (Kirby and Ascot Range Only)
T Visitor
U Synchro Mech with Independent Back Adjustment (Cambridge Only)
V Coccyx Seat Cut Out
W Our own unique hard wearing Hathaway fabric is available from stock and is competitively priced.
X Colours Available:
Y Hathaway Navy • Hathaway Sherwood • Hathaway Charcoal

Complete Re-upholstery Service

Before...

After...

Upholstery work undertaken on Operator and Executive Chairs, Wooden and Metal Framed Side Chairs and Most Reception Seating

Not all Optional Extras are available on all chairs – please refer to individual pages.
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A purpose built task chair designed to assist the user with back problems.

- Memory foam on seat to aid comfort and posture
- Fully contoured seat and extra high back
- Five position lock knee tilt synchro mechanism
- Pyramid base with large castors

Optional Extras
- Synchro mechanism with independent back adjustment and built in seat slide
- Adjustable arms and pump up lumbar support

GUARANTEE

Fabric illustrated: Camira New Aquarius Socrates
A modern task chair range with class in mind.

- Medium, high or extra high back options

Optional Extras
- Heavy duty five position lock knee tilt mechanism
- Pyramid base with large castor option
- Heavy duty mechanism with ratchet back and independent seat and back movement

**Task**  
ACEGHJK  
BNPQLSU

**Synchro**  
AGBLS

Fabric illustrated: Camira Oxygen Kanuka and Oxygen Altitude
A high quality task chair with mesh back and deep cushioned seat.

- Five position lock knee tilt mechanism
- Adjustable lumbar support
- Height adjustable, swivel arms
- Adjustable headrest option
- Black fabric seat as standard

Optional Extras

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
Superior task chair with matching cantilever and four leg side chair to compliment your working environment.

- Five position lock knee tilt mechanism
- Pyramid base with large castors
- Ratchet back height adjustment
- Fully upholstered back

Optional Extras

LG032  LG110V  LG211

GUARANTEE

5 YEAR
Brampton
A stylish task chair ideal for the modern office.

- Five position lock knee tilt mechanism
- Pyramid base with large castors
- Ratchet back height adjustment

Optional Extras

BR052A
Balanz
A distinctive and highly versatile range of task and executive seating.

Task
- Heavy duty mechanism with independent seat and back movement
- Large waterfall fronted seat
- Fully upholstered back
- Kidney supports for extra comfort

Executive
- Fully contoured back
- Heavy duty five position lock knee tilt mechanism
- Upholstered arm pads
- Aluminium 5 star base as standard

Boardroom
- Stylish low back chair with chrome base and optional memory return gas lift
- Upholstered arm pads

Optional Extras
- Other colour options available

Fabric illustrated: Camira Extreme Plus Aruba • BA110 - Black Leather Hide • BA020A - Seat Extreme Plus Havana, Back Extreme Plus Aruba
An ever-popular family of task and executive seating that offers value for money.

**Task**
- Heavy duty mechanism with independent seat and back movement
- Kidney supports for extra comfort
- Fully upholstered back
- Stylish loop and adjustable arms

**Executive**
- Five Position Lock Knee tilt mechanism
- Soft PU arms
- Well proportioned seat and back

**Optional Extras**

**Task**

**Executive**

---

Fabric illustrated: Camira Extreme Plus Lombok
A classic task seating range that offers quality at a realistic price.

- Heavy duty mechanism with independent seat and back movement
- Large lumbar support as standard
- Medium and high back options
- Stylish loop and adjustable arms

Optional Extras
- Arm options
  - Loop Arms
  - Height Adjustable Arms

Fabric illustrated: Camira Extreme Plus Steel
Fabric illustrated: Camira Phoenix Lobster
A durable seating range for the budget conscious buyer.

**Operator**
- Heavy duty PCB mechanism
- Modern loop and adjustable arms
- Contoured medium and high back shell for added back support

**Executive**
- Box tilt mechanism with upright lock

**Task**
- Heavy duty mechanism with independent seat and back movement
- Large comfortable seat

**Optional Extras**

**Operator**
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**Executive**
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**Task**
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Fabric illustrated: Camira Phoenix Lobster • AT042 - Omega Jade
A cost sensitive contract range of seating to suit most applications.

- Medium, high and extra high back options
- Visitor, draftsman and checkout chair options
- Jumbo and jumbo task chair options
- Huge range of optional extras

Optional Extras:

- A
- E
- G
- H
- J
- K
- B
- N
- P
- Q
- L
- S
- T
- U

Optional Extras:

- Pump up lumber
- Seat slide
- Adjustable folding arms

Fabric illustrated: Camira Phoenix Parasol and Phoenix Scuba
Fabric illustrated: Camira Phoenix Parasol, Phoenix Campeche, Camira Phoenix Apple and Camira Phoenix Belize
A superior range of stools to suit every working environment.

- Upholstered stools available in fabric or vinyl

Optional Extras

Fabric illustrated: Blue Vinyl
A strong, durable student chair with tamperproof controls and smooth underseat assembly.

- Modern square medium back
- With coat hook feature

Optional Extras

A sturdy student chair with a one-piece co-polymer plastic shell suitable for primary schools to universities.

- Available in Blue or Black
- Optional mechanical screw lift for added strength
- Available with castors or glides

Optional Extras
Moulton

Designed with flexibility in mind – perfect for the boardroom or the office.

- Stackable
- Four legged or cantilever frame

Viscount

Contemporary meeting room chair.

- Stackable
- Available with a black or chrome frame
- Optional arms

Fabric illustrated: Moulton - Seat - Stripes 2 Plus Savile Row Mole • Back - Strips 2 Plus Savile Row Aqua • Viscount - Camira Extreme Plus Windjammer
**Ecton**

Ever popular oval tube stacking side chair.
- Stacks up to five high

**Optional Extras**
- Writing Tablet
- Linking Pieces
- Arms

**Denton**

A generously proportioned stacking chair with a fully upholstered back.
- Stacks up to five high
- Available with a black or chrome frame

Fabric illustrated: Ecton - Camira Phoenix Montserrat • Denton - Camira Oxygen Sassy
**Windsorstacking side chair**

A high quality visitor chair with a beech frame.

- Stacks up to four high

**Rockinghamstacking side chair**

A large beech frame chair with contoured back ideal for boardroom or reception use.

- Stacks up to four high

Fabric illustrated: Rockingham Camira Extreme Plus Bridgetown • Windsor - Camira Extreme Plus Mauve
A small upholstered ‘cube’ with stylish feet which can be used individually or grouped together.

Ashby

Stacking side chair

Functionality at its best. Stacking conference chair with linking feet.

- Optional upholstered seat and back pads
- Frame available in Silver or Chrome
- Linkable frame
- Trolley available

Cube

Cubed seat

Fabric illustrated: Ashby - Phoenix Belize • Cube - CU000 Omega Cyan - CU001 Omega Magenta
Lamport

A quality deep cushioned low reception chair with left, right or no arm options.

- Matching beech tables in two sizes

LA211
LA210R
LA210L
LA210
LLT
LST

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

2 YEAR

Fabric illustrated: Camira Phoenix Bluebell
Phoenix Curved tub seating suitable for reception or break out areas.

- Matching upholstered round table with glass top

Fabric illustrated: Camira Velvetine Plus Meerkat
Ultra

A cost effective range of modular seating designed with budget in mind.

• Matching upholstered square table with beech top
• The new concave and convex units can be used together to form a snake effect
• Three of the concave units together will form a 90° angle

Fabric illustrated: Ultra - Camira Phoenix Curacao
A range of modular seating with superior comfort which can be arranged in any combination to suit all reception areas.

- The fully upholstered table is available with a glass top